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TEAMWORK. (Left) GC
Chairman and CEO Dr.
Issa Al Bulushi (leftmost),
along with notable guests
and attendees, accolades
the winning team with
plaques, medals and trophies during GC’s Football Championship Match
2014
(Right) The winners, participating teams, and honourary guests commemorate the day’s victories.

Emulating the true spirit of
camaraderie and sportsmanship, Gulf College (GC) Chairman and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi and Dean Prof. Dr. Taki
Al Abduwani commended the
winners and participants of
the recently-concluded GC
Football Championship 2014,
as spearheaded by Student

Affairs Head Mr. Muhammed
Fouad.
Chair and CEO Dr. Issa also
extended his praise to Mr. Fouad
and the coordinators of the festival. He proudly proclaimed that
GC is greatly honoured to execute such an impressivelysuccessful sports event; a true

and integral element to GC’s
mission of providing total and
well-rounded development for
its students.
The athletics festival was organised by GC’s Student Affairs
Office. It was participated in by
students and sports enthusiasts
from Gulf College and the Sul-

GC Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani, along with the marketing committee officers lead by GC Deputy Dean Dr. Bilal Al
Omari , has threshed out a solid marketing activity plan for
the incoming international students and programmes of Gulf
College, effective next academic year 2014-2015.

garnered greatly favourable
results from faculties, evaluators and students.
GC Chair and CEO Dr. Issa Al
Bulushi and Dean Prof. Dr. Taki
Al Abduwani both lauded the service deliverance exhibited by the
three faculties of the college, especially the QA team under direct
instruction of Dr. Shameena.

The above-mentioned strategy will be implemented for the benefit
of GC’s incoming enrollees next semester. The improved marketing activity plan is also set to advance the learning capabilities of
the increased number of expected enrolees who will be
attending
GC’s
opening
Mua’Abela campus this coming
school year. As such, Gulf College shall be the second largest
institution in the Sultanate of
Oman, with an anticipated
quarter percent of international
student population by the year
2019. Furthermore, Dean Prof.
Dr. Taki and the committee
have also fortified (Page 3)

AD-QA Dr. Shameena Mehtab

Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani

tanate of Oman. The match is
under the direct auspice of the
Ministry of Sports Affairs of
Oman, and was graced by the
presence of notable attendees
such as Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed,
Head of the Faculty of Business
Studies, and Dr. Mohaned Al
Obaidy, Head of the Faculty of
Computing Sciences.

Assistant Dean for Quality
Assurance Dr. Shameena Mehtab received acclamation for
her exemplary leadership in
piloting the college’s quality
assurance team, as GC’s recent work progress review

The work progress review is a
regular evaluation/update procedure for the projects and faculty
protocols of GC. Meetings on
good practices are often held to
ensure the quality performance of
all staff and faculty of the college.
The recent good practices meet-

(Page 3)
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Lecturers and staff members
from the Faculty of Business
Studies (FBS) and Faculty of
Foundation Studies (FFS) recently launched a visit to the
new GC campus in Mua’Abela;
a measure partaken in as part
of GC’s magnanimous stride to
meet the international standards and improve the quality of
education in the Sultanate.
The activity is also a preparative
course for the staff members of
both departments, as stakeholders of the college express their
desire for a larger campus with
better facilities. During the tour,
both departments voiced their
astonishment for the new cam

ASTOUNDED. (Top) The touring lecturers and staff members from Gulf College, with project manager Mr.
Santosh George (Center)

pus’ developments, which features state-of-the-art classrooms, faculty centres, amphitheatre, reception area, halls
and offices. Mr. Santosh
George, the project manager,
also toured the visiting lecturers

setting, professorand-student as well
as respectful addresses and gestures during her
presentation.

GENTEEL (Top) Honoured guest speakers
from the Faculty of Computing Sciences
and the GC library

Gulf College’s Faculty of Foundation Studies (GC-FFS) as
overseen by faculty head Mr.
Masood Khan and Quality Assurance Coordinator Dr. Joseph Cuarteros administered a
seminar workshop on social
graces and soft skills, with
honoured guest speakers Dr.
Alrence S. Halibas, lecturer of
the Computing Department,
and Ms. Encarnacion B. Cruz,
GC Senior Librarian.
Included in the seminar are:
basic school regulations, proper
introductions, ideal classroom .

Dr. Issa Al Bulushi
and Dr. Taki Al Abduwani (Chairmen and
Publishers), Dr. Bilal Al Omari and Dr.
Shameena Mehtab (Critics), Dr. Romeo C.
Castillo (Editor in Chief) Mr. Yousef
Khalfan
(Technical Support and Designer)

General classroom
propriety was also
discussed by the
speakers. The effects of unruly behaviour, excessive
tardiness and absence, and overall disrespect for
lecturers and classmates were
discussed at length by the presenters.

Meanwhile, Ms. Encarnacion
endeavoured to present the facets of mobile and telephone etiquette. This includes politeness
during mobile conversations,
taking private calls in the midst
of company, and courteous
methods of starting and ending a
mobile dialogue.
The aforementioned event was
attended by the foundation students of Gulf College.

around areas still in progress,
such as the hostels, international coffee shops and the
supermarket.. The new GC
campus is keeping aligned
with the academic year’s strategic plan, which includes the

In one of the faculty’s
most recent knowledge
forums, Dr. Ravindra K.
from the Faculty of Business Studies highlighted
the significance of quality
assurance as well as good
service deliverance, and
its role in the elevation of
higher education in the
country.
During the forum, Dr. Ravindra defined the facets of a
solid quality culture. Ideal

Dr. Ravindra K.

improvement of facilities,
amenities, and overall academic and skill-based learning. These are all essential
requirements being met by
GC prior to the opening of the
campus this September 2014.

During the forum, Dr. Ravindra defined the facets of a
solid quality culture. Ideal
quality systems and its components were also discussed. The lecturer also
mentioned the individual and
collective gains achieved
through the establishment of
a solid, well-rounded quality
assurance system. This kind
of system, according to Dr.
Ravindra will propagate the
entire
higher
education
structure in the long run.
Furthermore, Dr. Ravindra
pinpointed a definitive link
between quality and an organisation’s culture. Quality
measures are utilised to
ensure not only the meeting
of accountability requirements but also to provide
basis to an institution’s perceptions and service actions.

Registration is now open:
Obtain a Bachelor’s degree with
honours from Staffordshire University, UK by pursuing your studies
at Gulf College, Muscat, Sultanate
of Oman

Ms. Antonia Lamers
Academic Practice
Coordinator

Academic Practice Coordinator Ms. Antonia Lamers delivered a discourse on effective
cognitive skill enhancement
practices to all members of
the Gulf College (GC) Faculty—in line with the college’s
pinnacle goal of providing its
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ings included follow-ups on academic regulations presentations,
action plans of external reports, peer tutoring and observation,
its stakeholders globallystudent attendance, monthly reports, staff fingerprints, the incomcompetitive and high-quality
ing virtual gateway for student enrolment, and weekly reviews on
education.
good practices. All meetings and reports gained affirmative reDuring the presentation, Ms. sults, and on-going projects are currently continuing on schedule.
Lamers identified six perfunctory cognitive skills that should be
enhanced in a sturdy academe.
Such skills include general procedures for the opening of culturally-diverse learners’ materiknowledge, identification, defini- als, which are guaranteed up to par with the standards of highlytion, comprehension, worldly acclaimed global colleges and universities. In doing so, both local
application, logic and reason- and foreign students will be given the opportunity to familiarise
ing, analysis and summarisa- with different cultures. The marketing team has also deployed
representatives to target countries and affiliates to help ease the
tion, and overall evaluation.
transfer of global students to Gulf College. In addition, GC continThese were then accompanied ues to strengthen its administration to better accommodate the
by a exhaustive criticism of increased learners capacity at the institution. Academes from the
each facet, available/suggested Gulf region, Asia Pacific and Europe are being categorised as
activities,
and
gained prospective affiliates for GC.
knowledge/experience.
She also defined the different
advantages and disadvantages
of certain activity forms. Finally,
Ms. Lamers encouraged all
faculty members to think of oth-

Dr. Romeo C. Castillo from
the Faculty of Foundation
Studies (FFS) recently introduced a contemporary and
highly streamlined teaching
technique called strategic
intervention matrix (SIM),
which combines active student interaction with varying
learners’ media to establish
a productive learning environment.

The SIM utilises different media
forms such as music and animation to engage the interest of
the students. These materials
are also kept poignant to fully
capture the retention of the individual learners. The SIM was
also engineered to increase the
interaction time between the
students and their lecturer; thus
fostering an arena of healthy
skill capabilities.

The SIM utilises different media forms such as music and
animation to engage the inter-

Dr. Castillo indicated that such
methods, conceptualised and
proven effective through various

er activity options that will not
only spark the interest of the
learners but also ensure that
cognitive skills are refined to
their prime. These skills will

will prepare students of the
college as they face the global arena of productive business and employment.

evidence-based and evaluative
measures, are the keys to improving overall classroom performance, as well as educational quality.
The SIM also targets specific
skill sets, which, according to
Dr. Castillo , will be a highly
efficient, long-term solution for
individuals who suffer from
learning deficiencies, and/or
physical inadequacies.
Different forms of SIM media
are now gaining the attention of
educators everywhere, espe-

Dr. Romeo Castillo

cially notable academes
and institutions from the
US, UK, and learning units
hailing from the Middle and
South Asia.

ANNOUNCEMENT:
Oxford Placement Test is conducted twice a
day for new students. For inquiries, visit the
FFS admission office at Gulf College, Muscat Sultanate of Oman.
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The Globalists

For more info, visit http://www.gulfcollege.edu.om/
news.php

Since the very beginning of its existence, Gulf College (GC) has always performed at
its level best to meet the needs of its stakeholders. Even after a decade of service,
GC never falters to not only remain at topnotch deliverance but also continues to
improve and upgrade its facilities, curriculum and overall system. This is the precise
reason why Gulf College is a prime academe in the Sultanate; offering one of the
best education systems available in the country.
To meet such high standards, GC undergoes numerous processes and evaluative
measures. The most productive of which, however, relies on their academic affiliations with other international universities. GC is an official partner of the University of
Hull, located in Yorkshire, England, and Staffordshire University based at Staffordshire, England. Both institutions have established strong connections with their counterpart affiliates in the Gulf region and around other parts of Asia. Gulf College continues to align its standards of evaluation, examination , performance and information
dissemination with international requirements; as reviewed by its academic partners.
By doing so, GC ensures that all of its graduates are globally-competitive and robust
when positioned at an internationally wide business/employment arena. Stakeholders
are provided the latest information, which in turn allows them to obtain useful, worldready skill sets.
As such, Gulf College remains true to its sworn mission: to offer internationallyrecognised academic qualifications, to ensure that all stakeholders are job ready at a global scale, and finally, adhere greatly to the highest standards of excellence.

Scenic Spotlight: Showcasing Oman’s Best Panorama

A craft bourn from a lifetime of culture and skill, Nizwa, Oman boasts some of
the best and most intricate pottery designs in the world. Their clay figures, handcrafted and basked in desert sun, are known internationally for their quality,
beauty and heritage. The Bahla born potters of Oman who, by popular opinion
are hailed the best vessel craftsmen of the country, gather their skill at a very
young age. These artists are taught patience, perseverance and an eye for detail
by their fathers, who mastered the craft
from their forefathers as well. Thus,
Nizwa pottery comes to life and gains
identity, history, and even a figurative personality based on their designs and origins. The clay used comes from the wadis of the Sultanate, trudged on by workers
to keep the material malleable. Though the industry has boomed into a considerably profitable niche, inquisitive buyers may still view the original pottery process at
certain artists ’workshops or in souqs.
At any rate, Nizwa pottery is truly a heritage gem of the Sultanate of Oman.
Source: Nizwa.net/

